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Feminine
TRENDS

Bad girl goes good for fall 2015. Sugar 
sweet pastels, frills and flounces... 

the girly aesthetic makes 
bold return for 

fall

Baby-dolls

Sweet & Sexy

Sheer & Lace

Florals



Baby-dolls
IN PASTELS

SWEET &
SEXY FROCKS

STYLETIP

The perfect mix of playful 
innocence and alluring femininity, 

the pastel-hued baby-dolls that walked 
the fall 2015 runways were the first to 
point towards the return of the girly 
coquette. If you want to channel the 
Lolita look for fall, invest in a sexy 
baby-doll, strappy or long-sleeved, 

embellished or adorned with 
sheer parts.

More than anything 
else, the feminine but 
playful look for fall is 
all about easy dresses 

bearing flirty cuts. 
These dresses may look 

breezy and chic, but 
their silhouettes are 
definitely sexed-up. 

Opt for airy fabrics in 
dark prints, as well as

ultra-short silhouettes, 
or those falling just 

above the knee.
Plunging necklines are

mandatory.

STYLETIP



SULTRY
LACE

FLORAL
EMBROIDERIES

STYLETIP

The leading silhouettes for feminine 
but flirty looks are those decked in 
sheer, or made sexy with sultry lace 

inserts. Mastering the look with 
layers of sheer made to look ethereal 
and sexy at once and lace inserts that 

cover and reveal at the same time.
Accessorize with luxe heels and

red lips.

Florals play a big part 
in all sorts of femi-

nine trends and when 
it comes to bad girl 

gone good, things are 
no different. Whether 

embroidered, 
embellished or printed, 
the florals add a dahs of 

romance to an 
otherwise sexy 

looks. The key is to 
balance off one with 

the other with the help 
of flirty cuts, mini-

silhouettes, and 
colorful designs.

STYLETIP



FEMININE
All kinds of

Fei Fei Sun, Sasha Luss & Vanessa Moody by Txema Yeste. 
Styled by Juan Cebrian. Hair by Franco Gobbi. Make-up by 

Tyron Machhausen.















20%
OFF

With MYR 250 orders
USE CODE: xtra20
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- runway photos
www.net-a-porter.com:
- baby-doll, Elizabeth & James
- sandals, Rochas
- clutch, Olympia Le-Tan
- cuff, Lanvin
- dress, CHloe
- sandals, bag, Saint Laurent
- leather jacket,  Iro
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- dress, Valentino
- sandals, Fendi
- clutch, Clare V
- earrings, Miu Miu
- dress, Erdem
- shoes, Givanchy
- bag, Givanchy
- headband, Oscar De La Renta
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